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Plant Shutdown Due to Circulation Water System Pipe Rupture
i
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on December 22, 1991, at 0205 hours, a manual reactor scram was inserted per
Integrated Operating Instruction (10I) - 8 due to a non-isolable break in the
Circulating Vater System (N71) piping. The break occurred on a section of 36 inch
fiberglass reinforced plastic pipe which supplies cooling water to the auxiliary
condensers. At 0259, the shift supervisor declared an Alert based on reports of
rising vater level received and indications available in the Control Room. All

required notifications vere made regarding the Alert declaration.

Equipment anomalies and malfunctions which occurred after the manual scram was
inserted are summarized in the text of this LdR. The cause of the pipe rupture vas
attributed to a combination of factors which included a pre-existing flav in the
fiberglass, functional degradation of a pipe support and improper installation of an
0-ring gasket at the fiberglass to steel transition flange. The plant was restarted
on January 3, 1992 after repairs were made to the affected piping and associated
supports. Additionally, the equi,rient anomalies and malfunctions which occurred after.
plant shutdown vere investigated and corrective actions taken where appropriate.
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I. Introduction
,

On December 22, 1991 a fast reactor shutdown was initiated following the
catastrophic rupture of a 36 inch condenser circulating vater line. At the time
of the event, the plant was in Operational Condition 1 (Power Operation) at 100
percent of rated thermal power with the Reactor Pressure Vessel [RPV] at
approximately 1024 psig and saturated conditions.

II. Description of the Event

(See Appendix A for chronological sequence of events)

At 0138 hours on December 22, 1991, reactor power was increased from 99 to
100 percent power upon completion of a weekly surveillance test. At 0152 hours,
an annunciator was received for low circulating water chamber level. At 0154 the
Control Room received reports that the motor and diesel fire pumps had started
and that the start-up transformer deluge system had initiated. It was also
reported at that time, that a large vapor cloud was seen in the vicinity of the
Unit I start-up transformer. At 0157, Control Room personnel observed that the
cooling tower basin was rapidly decreasing and that pump amperage and discharge
pressure vere oscillating considerably for the existing Circulating Vater System
(N71) [KE] configuration. Decreasing vacuum in the "A" auxiliary condenser was

also noted.

At 0200 hours, the Control Room Unit Supervisor (US) ordered a decrease in
reactor power to 80 percent. This action was taken with the assumption that the
"A" auxiliary condenser could be isolated to stop the suspected system leakage.
The Control P.oom personnel thereafter noticed that vacuum was also decreasing in.
the "B" auxiliary condenser. There vere subsequent reports to the Control Room
of large amounts of water in the transformer yard and Turbine Building. Based
upon the above considerations, the US directed entrance into Integrated Operating
Instruction (I0I) - 8, " Shutdown by Manual Reactor Scram." Reactor core flow was
reduced and a manual scram was inserted at 0205.

A plant operator later reported to the Control Room that a large leak existed at
the 36 inch circulating water pipe inlet to the Heater Bay at the 620 foot
elevation. As a result, the US ordered the A and B circulating vater pumps
secured at 0210 hours. Reactor pressure vas being controlled by opening steam
bypass valves in accordance with the Plant Emergency Instruction (PEI) - B13, RPV
Control. Reactor pressure control was subsequently transferred to the Safety
Relief Valves (SRVs). The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC) was also
utilized to augment pressure control. Six (6) Level 3 automatic scram signals
were initiated due to Level transients experienced while using SRV pressure

| control. No additional rod motion was experienced as all control rods were fully
| inserted during the manual scram. At 0224 the "C" circulating water-pump was

| secured.

| At 0259, the shif t supervisor declared an Alert due to reported rising

|
groundwater level. Although the actual groundwater levels never reached the

i
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height specified by the Emergency Plan for Alert declaration, in the Shift
Supervisor's judgment there was suf ficient justification for the Emergency Plan
activation. The initial NRC notification was made at 0311 hours to report the

Alert declaration. Follov-up notifications were made at approximately 1 hour
intervals thereafter in addition to telephonic information requested by both
Region III and NRR personnel. All required notifications for state and local
officials were also made in a timely manner. The Alert was terminated at 1151 on
December 22, 1991.

Various equipment malfunctions md anomalies occurred aftet the manual scram was
inserted and are briefly descrived in Section IV below.

III. Apparent Cause of Pipe Rupture

The catastrophic-failure of the 36 inch auxiliary circulating vater supply line
on December-22, 1991, occurred in a fiberglass elbow in the pipe just prior to
the point where the pipe transitions from fiberglass to carbon steel. The pipe
was loested in a yard area where the pipe exits the ground prior to entering the
Heater Bay building.

Several probable causes were evaluated individually and in combination. It is
believed that no individual causal factor solely precipitated the pipe failure.
An eight (8) inch axial groove on the pipe elbov exter_ior was determined to be an
area of high stress emncentration and the primary contributor to the ultimate
failure.. Additional factors contributing to the failure were the failure of a
pipe support to function as an anchor point for the steel piping, which allowed
the transfer of undesirable loading stresses to the fiberglass elbov, coupled
with incorrect installation of an 0-ring in the transition area between the-
fiberglass and steel piping, which placed additional stress on the fiberglass
elbow. Preventive' measures to address identified causal factors vere-
incorporated into the pipe repair process.

IV. Equipment Malfunctions and Anomalies

i As previously stated, various equipment problems were experienced after the fast
reactor shutdown on December 22, 1991. A brief discussion of the significant
occurrences is provided below.

t
'

A. Electrical Equipment-

1. Bus L11 Failure to Transfer

Upon plant shutdown, i.e., turbine trip, the plant auxiliary loads are,

' transferred to plant startup power sources. This is accomplished :
I automatically by: (1) opening 13.8kV breaker L1102 and closing breaker !

L1006 and (2) opening 13.8kV breaker L1202 and closing breaker L1009.
Both of these breaker automatic transfer schemes are driven by the same
relay logic. The L1202 to L1009 transfer properly occurred, and the
L1102 and L1006 transf er failed. Upon inspection of 13.8kV breaker ,

;
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L1006, maintenance found that its closing springs were discharged. All
spring charging svitches, fuses, etc., vere found to be in proper
position. Maintenance determined that a subcomponent of the breaker
mechanism had broken. The part was replaced and a retest was
successfully completed.

Several additional problems occurred as a direct resuit of the failure
of Bus L11 to transfer and vere resolved when power was restored to the
bus. They are as follows:

a. CRD Pump B tripped due to the momentary de-energization of the " loss
of oil pressure" relay,

b. Switch S112 (345kV Main Transformer disconnect svitch) would not
open due to loss of power to the motor which operates the switch,

c. Various containment isolations occurred du0 to the loss of Reactor
Protection Syste.) (RPS) Bus "B" and other lov voltage buses:

o Reactor Vater Clean Up
o Reactor Vater Sample Line
o Backup Hydrogen Purge
o Balance of Plant

d. A Control Room Emergency ventilation recirculation initiation
occurred as a result of losing 120 VAC Panel K-1-N.

2. Motor Feed Pump (HFP) Breaker Failure to Close

The HFP breaker logic was set in AUT0-START response mode at the time of
the event. Vith the two Reactor Feed Pumps turbines tripped, the HFP
vill feed water into the reactor vessel continuouely or until a vessel
Level 8 is reached. After a short period of time, the operator can
reset the Level 8 trip signal and the HFP vill again auto start. This
trip / reset action occurred 15 times over a two hour period. On the
sixteenth trip reset, tht: HFP did not automatically start.

Subsequent Engineering review of the HFP motor's breaker control logic
did not reveal any anomalies which exp.tain the breaker's failure to
close on the sixteenth close actuation demand. This review included

!: examination of the breaker's anti-pump control logic.

In addition, the breaker was removed from the cubicle and cycled
satisfactorily using the breaker testing equipment. The breaker was
disassembled and contacts were inspected. The breaker was reassembled
and operated several times in the test position in the switchgear. No

|_ problems were found.
!

| 3. Startup Transformer Deluge Initiation
|

I This Fire Protection System feature functioned per design when the rate
|

_ - . - -
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of rise sensors detected a rapid temperature rise when the comparatively j

hot N71 vater (approximately 80 - 85 degrees Fahrenheit) hit the much
cooler transformer. The amount of water and location of vater contact
did not pose a problem as evidenced by the continuous operation of j
Startup Transformer 100-PY-B.

4. Equipment Problems Resulting from Vater Intrusion

a. Several instruments and a power distribution component in the
Emergency Service Vater Pumphouse (ESVPil) were damaged by water
which entered the building through a series of conduits. This was
the only known safety-related equipment affected as a result of
flooding. The water which entered the conduit originated in an
electrical manhole which became flooded during the pipe rupture
event. The affected equipment was repaired or . ilaced.

b. Several instruments on the non-safety related control rod hydraulic
skids became partially submerged from vater which entered the
Intermediate Building. A valkdown was performed to determine if any
other equipment may have been affected based on the maximum height
of the water observed in the building. Potentially affected
equipment vill be meggered and inspected.

B. Hechanical Equipment

1. Scram Discharge Volume Failure to Drain

The scram discharge volume (SDV) failed to drain following the scram due
to a failed stem coupling on the outboard drain valve IC11-F0181. The
coupling joins the actuator stem to the disc stem. A notification was
made to the NRC at 2225 hours on December 22, 1991 to report the SDV
drain valve failure pursuant to the requirements of IE Bulletin No.
80-14. The valve was repaired in accordance with instructions provided
in GE Service Information Letter (SIL) 422.

2. Instrument Air Pressure Not Maintained During Event

It was originally believed that a problem existed in the Instrument Air
System due to an inability to maintain system pressure above 86 psig
with a cram inserted and the Safety Relief Valves being cycled. A
detaileo evaluation of the sequence of events, system pressure and
overall system response vas performed. The analysis concluded that the
system had functioned as designed during the event and the Unit 1
Instrument Alt Compressor was able to supply all required air for

;

j important equipment manipuletions. The analysis revealed interrelations
associated with operating soes of the compressors which were not j'

immediately understood. j

-~ ~ *
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C. Structural

The only significant structural damage resulting from this event was
confined to the pipe support discussed previously and the soil in the area
where the subject piping exited the ground. Some of the soil and stone used
around the yard area structures was displaced as a result of the flooding.
Additional areas affected included a concrete walkvay which vas partially

-

damaged and minor housekeeping problems from displaced silt and debris.

V. Safety Analysis ;

None of the equipment problems or anomalies described impacted equipment required
to safely shutdown the plant; therefore, this analysis vill focus mainly on the
flooding aspects.

The water discharged by the 36" diameter N71 line break located north of the
Beater Bay at approximately 620' elevation, generally flooded the yard are in the
immediate vicinity of the break. Approximately one to two feet of water could
have existed for a short duration at the vest boundary of the flooded area.

A. Normal Design Flow Path

Normally, most of the water from the break would be dissipated by surface
run-off tovards low lying areas away from the plant. (For this break, most

of the water would run-off in the r. orth and north-vest direction and some in
the north-east direction). Some of the water would seep through-the class
B/C fill (at a very slow rate, as Class B/C fill is nearly impervious) around
the building and reach the Underdrain system. The Underdrain system consists
of a l'-0" thick porous concrete mat under the building foundations and a 12"
diameter porous pipe routed around the perimeter of the p3 ant. The porous
pipe carries-the collected water to nine (9) individual pumps located-in
manholes spaced around the nuclear island. The water collected in the
manholes _vould be pumped to the gravity-discharge' piping (36" to 48" diameter
steel pipe, at El. 588' [high point] to El. 579' [lov nointl). In the
unlikely event of the fnilure of all nine (9) pumps, _the water level in the
manholes vould rise to El. 588' and be drained to the E%PH via the gravity
discharge piping. The underdrain system is designed for a postulated break
in the circulating vater system (12'-0" diameter fiberglass pipe) and a
sized to handle the flov from such a break. The break in the 36" diameter
pipe which occurred above grade was determined to be bounded by the break
postulated for the design basis of the Underdrain system.

B. Estimate of Actual Flow Patt!

A valk-dovn conducted on December 22, 1991, revealed that the cover for the
manhole #20, immediately to the vest of the N71 pipe break, had been left
open. This provided a direct and a much more rapid path for some of the
flood water to the Underdrain system. This along with the water that seeped

--- _ _
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through the ground to the Underdrain system, is considered to be the main
flow path to the Underdrain system. The pumping capacity of the Underdrain
pumps was exceeded for some time (this explains the high water level alarm
received in the Control Room after the breakt the alarm is set af
El. 568.5').

The pumped discharge portion of the Underdrain system was probably subjected
to a more rapid flov from the break (due to toe open manhole) than
anticipated by design. However, this did not create a safety concern since
the pumped discharge system is not the primary system for keeping the water
level belov El. 590'. The Gravity Discharge system, designed to perform this
function, has been shown to be adequate to handle a break in the N71 system
which envelopes the current break (discussed above). Further, the ground
vater level was lowered to El. 568.5' soon after the break as confirmed by a
valkdown on December 24, 1991, and piezometer water level readings *aken on
December 26, 1991. This confirms that the Underdrain syrtem performed its
function as designed.

Additionally, due to the open manhole il20, there is a possibility that the
capacity of the gravity discharge portion of the Underdrain system was
temporarily exceeded. This would result in the water level rising above
El. 590' in the manhole. However, this water would be discharged to the lake
via the Gravity Discharge system before it could fill the porous concrete and
the Class A fill to El 590'. Thus, the water level could not have exceeded
El. 590' (design basis of the Underdrain system).

The path of ingress of water to the plant has been determined to be as-

follows:

1. Belov El. 590', water most probably entered the safety related buildings
through the holes / tears in the waterstops/ vater proofing membranes at
the rattle spaces and piesometer tubes. The amount of in-leakage was
also somewhat aggravated for this occurrence by the temporary loss of
power to sump pumps within the buildings.

2. Above El. 390' all the water came into the plant when the electrical
manholes filled and water tan back through the duct banks into the
plant, into the Service Water pump house and into the ESV pump hous'
The amount of water intrusion above El. 590' vas insignificant and as
such had no safety consequences. The cables in the eluctrical manholes
were specified to operate for forty years submerged in water. The only
safety-related equipment was in the ESV pump house where water entered
into the building at the south east zone Junction Box JB1-2114. Vater
then passed through a series of conduits and boxes and ended up in Motor
Control Center (MCC) EFlAl2 causing the failure of a space heater
transformer. Although this had no safety consequences, it is
significant because of water which flowed into a safety-related

NHCF m Js44is49'
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switchgear. The inlet point for this water has been sealed to prevent
any future occurrence.

The extent of in-leakage to plant n cuctures can be attributed to a very
rapid entry of flood water into the open manhole, causing the Underdrain
system to fill up rapidly. It should also be noted that, for the most part,
the floor drains vere able to dissipate the vater adequately. Thus the items
designed to keep the buildings free of water performed in an acceptable
manner. The actual flood path for this break was not the path anticipated by
design, largely d'Je to the open manhole: however, the systems designed to
handle flooding performed adequately as demonstrated by the fact that no
essential safety-related equipment was lost as a result of the flooding.
Therefore, this event is not considered to be safety significant.

VI. Similar Events

There have been no catastrophic piping failures or similar events for which a
plant shutdown was initiated.

VII. Corrective Actions

A. The following corrective actions vere developed to address the causal factors
associated with N71 pipe rupture described in Section III above.

1. The fiberglass elbov for the Auxiliary Condenser inlet piping was
replaced with an identical elbov from Perry Unit 2. The replacement
elbov was inspected for potentiel defects prior to installation and
increased in thickness to enhance its pressure capacity. The auxiliary

condenser dischargt piping elbov vill be evaluated to determine the need
for any additional reinforcement prior to the end of RF03. An
evaluation was performed to justify interim operation.

2. -Careful attention was paid to the correct assembly of the material
transition flange 0-ring to ensure proper flange mate-up. The auxiliary
condenser discharge line vas inspected and found to have a similar
flange mating problem. This line vill be reworked to correct the
problem prior to the end of RF03. An evaluation vas performed to
justify interim operation.

!

3. A modification was performed to significantly upgrade the supports for
the auxiliary condenser inlet and discharge lines. The support
modification and the replacement elbov reinforcement vere completed
prior to starting up the N71 system. ,

i !
i

| B. The following corrective actions were taken to address the items discussed in
j. Section IV of this LER.
!
l

<
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1. As described previously In Section IV.A.1, the breaker subcomponent
which caused the failure of Bus L11 to transfer after the scram vas
replaced and breaker L1006 vas successfully retested.

2. As described in Section IV.A.2, the control logic for the Hotor Feed
Pump (HFP) vas revieved and did not reveal any anomalies. The HFP
breaker was disassmbled and inspected. The breaker was reassembled and
satisfactorily retested. No equipment problem was identified and no
further actions were deemed necessary.

3. For the Startup Transformer deluge initiation discussed in
Section IV.A.3, no corrective actions vere required since the system
response to the event was per design.

4. The vetted equipment in the Emergency Service Vater (ESV) pumphouse was
repaired or replaced as required (see Section IV.A.4.a). Additionally,

a modification was performed to seal the conduits which provided the
-pathway for vater intusion in the ESV pumphouse and add a drainage port
for the junction box which filled with vater during the event.

5. Affseted equipment in the Intermediate Building, described in
Section IV.A.4.b, vill be inspected and meggered as necessary.

6. With regard to the Scram Eischarge Volume (SDV) Drain Valve discussed in
Section IV.B.1, a replacement couplir ? vas installed in accordance with
the instructions provided in GE Serv- e Information Letter (SIL) 422.
Additional instructions were added to associated work order to ensure
proper implementation during the installation process.

7. As-described in Section IV.B.2, the review of Instrument Air System

operation determined that ''ie overall system response during the event
was per design. Therefe no addit'onal actions are required for this

item.

i damaged N71 piping and support was replaced per8. The soil adjacent t' t

direction of Engineen ry department persannel. The remaining structural
damage described in :- ..,.i IV.C vas 'nor in nature and had nu etfeet

with regard to plant afstems or structures. Cosmetic repairs to the
yard area vill be required to rake displaced stones and repair a damaged
sidewalk. Completion of these items vill be prioritized commensurate
with ongoing plant activities.

Additionally, all licensed and non-licensed plant operators vill receive
training on this event as part of requalification training.

Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the test as J |
lxXI. .

i
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APP._ '; 4

CilRON0 LOGICAL SEQUENCE OP EVENTF
Circulating _'fater System Pupture

December 22,]F

01$4 - Automatic start oi Diesel Flie Pump and Motor Driven Pite Pump Indication of
Delug' System Initiation on Hain Transformer.

0200 - Lov Pressure Indications on cliculatteig Vater Pump dischnige pressure Cooling
Tover Basin Lov Lett.1 alatms: Major rupture identified on Cire Vater System and
cavitation rept'rted. Operators reduce power to 80%.

0205 - Reduced Recirculation Flov to 52 HLBS/MR and initiated manual Reactor Sctem in
accordance with 101.-8.

:

0210 - Se:ured A and B Circulating Vater Pumps.

0224 - Secured C Circulating Vater Pump.

0225 - Hanually closed Outboard 'tslVs; Established pressute control using Saf ety
Relief Valves. Level maintained using Hotor Feed Pump,

i
0259 - ALERT declared in accordance with Emetgency Plan.

0400 - After level 8 trip caused by SRV cycling, HPP failed to testart. RCIC used to
maintnin RPV level.

0737 - Shutdovn Cooling Established using RilR loop A.

1107 - Entered Cold Shutdown,

1151 s Terminated Al.ERT: Entered Recovery phase.

" ~ ~ '- ~
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